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PO Box 1551
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Serial: RA- 11-013
March 17, 2011

Cindy Bladey
Chief, Rules, Announcements, and Directives Branch (RADB)
Division of Administrative Services,
Office of Administration,
Mail Stop: TWB-05-BO1M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
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SUBJECT: Comments on Draft NRC Regulatory Issue Summary 2011 -XX Adequacy Of
Station Electric Distribution System Voltages, Docket ID - NRC-2011-0013 (76 FR 2924 and 76
FR 10072)
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Progress Energy endorses the comments made by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) on the
Draft Regulatory Issue Summary in their letter dated March 2, 2011. In addition, we also
appreciate the opportunity to provide the enclosed comments.

Please contact Chris Georgeson at (919) 546-2732 if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Kenneth M. Heffner
Lead Engineer
Nuclear Regulatory Affairs
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1. Background: The draft NRC Regulatory Issue Summary, 2011 -xx, Adequacy of Station
Electric Distribution System Voltages, describes a methodology of implementation for
degraded voltage relay schemes that would impose "Additional Conservatisms" into the
settings and time delays in an effort to further reduce the risk of degraded voltage
operation on nuclear plant safety related / accident mitigating electrical equipment.
"Additional Conservatisms" from this point of view tends to mean that the degraded
voltage relaying will actuate earlier in a degraded voltage event time line - meaning it
would be set to actuate at a higher degraded voltage and/or with a shorter time delay.
In conflict with the NRC's desire to impose additional conservatisms on degraded voltage
protection at nuclear power plants, the North American Electric Reliability Corporation
(NERC), is developing a national standard for Frequency and Voltage Excursion RideThrough Performance (PRC-024) for all generating stations in North America. The
Voltage Excursion Ride-Through Time Duration Curves currently proposed by the
NERC Standards Drafting Team shows the competing desire for nuclear power plants to
be capable of riding through a grid induced voltage transient without tripping. (Please
refer to Figure 1)
Actuation of the degraded voltage relaying in a nuclear power plant during a grid induced
voltage transient results in a temporary loss of power to the safety related loads powered
from the plant buses until the loads are realigned to an emergency power source and reenergized. This temporary loss of power will result in a trip of the nuclear plant in many
cases and a significant challenge to continued operation of the plant in all cases.
An analysis of current settings and time delays for several nuclear plant loss-of-voltage
and degraded voltage relay schemes against the proposed NERC ride through criteria
shows that existing settings are already in conflict with the proposed ride-through criteria.
(Please refer to Figure 2)
Imposition of additional conservatisms into the relay settings and time delays for nuclear
plant equipment degraded voltage protection will further complicate efforts to coordinate
NRC required degraded voltage protection schemes with NERC voltage transient ridethrough capability needs.
Comment: Please coordinate NRC Staff proposed degraded voltage relay setting
methodology changes with NERC proposed voltage transient ride-through capability
standard (PRC-024) by engaging with NERC under the current NRC - NERC
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA).
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Figure- I
NERC PRC-024 Proposed Voltage Ride Through Time Duration Curves
Voltage Ride-Through
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Figure - 2
NERC PRC-024 Proposed Voltage Ride Through Time Duration Curves
With Existing Nuclear Plant Settings Shown
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2. Background: The use of on-load automatic load tap changing transformers for nuclear
plant offsite power supplies would aid in minimizing auxiliary bus under voltage or
degraded voltage transients of concern to the NRC while also improving the voltage
transient ride through capability of the nuclear plants that is of concern to NERC.
Comment: Please revise the RIS to allow the nuclear plants to use and take credit for onload automatic load tap changing transformers for nuclear plant offsite power supplies to
prevent degraded voltage events and improve the voltage transient ride through capability
of the nuclear plants.
3. Comment: Please also consider the italicized changes below:
DVR Setting Design Calculations
Licensee voltage calculations should provide the basis for their DVR settings, ensuring
safety related equipment is supplied with adequate operating voltage (typically a
minimum of 0.9 per unit voltage at the terminals of the safety related equipment per
equipment manufacturers requirements), based on bounding conditions for the most
limiting safety related load (in terms of voltage) in the plant. These voltage calculations
should model the plant safety related electrical distribution system such that the limiting
voltage at the bus monitored by the DVR can be calculated in terms of the voltage at the
terminals of the most limiting safety related component in the plant. These models would
allow calculation of voltages at terminals (delete "or contacts ") of all safety related
equipment with the voltage at the DVR monitored bus at the DVR dropout setting,
providing the necessary design basis for the DVR voltage settings.
In this manner, independent of voltage controllingequipment external to the plantsafety
relatedelectricaldistributionsystem, the DVR ensures that all safety related equipment
can continue to operate at the degradedvoltage relay drop out setting ifpreviously in
service, small loads will not be damaged if successfully started at the degradedvoltage
without DVR time out (the DVR either does not drop out or resets before time out
because the started load is small), and larger loads will not be damaged or trip on
overload/protective relaying if startingthe equipment results in sustaineddegraded
voltage for the durationof the DVR time delay (the DVR drops out and does not reset
because the load is large but the DVR timer times out and sheds the loadfrom the
degradedvoltage source before the overloads and/orprotective relaying actuates).
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For the purposes of this DVR Setting Design calculation, no credit should be taken for
voltage controlling equipment external to the Class 1E distribution system such as automatic
load tap changers and capacitor banks because these devices normallyprevent degraded
voltage from occurringand thus, by definition, should not be included in a bottom up
analysis to determine minimum voltage requirementsfor the safety relatedloads. Voltagetime settings for DVRs should be selected so as to avoid spurious separation of safety buses
from the offsite power system during unit startup, normal operation and shutdown. These
DVRs should disconnect the Class 1E buses from any power source other than the
emergency diesel generators (onsite sources) if the degraded voltage condition exists for a
time interval that could prevent the Class 1E safety related loads from achieving their safety
function. The DVRs should also protect the Class 1E safety related loads from prolonged
operation below sustained degraded voltage which could result in equipment damage.
The licensees should demonstrate that the existing DVR settings including allowable values
and time delays are adequate so that safety related loads can continue to operate at the
degradedvoltage relay drop out setting ifpreviously in service, small loads will not be
damaged ifsuccessfully startedat the degradedvoltage without DVR time out, and larger
loads will not be damaged or trip on overload/protectiverelaying if startingthe equipment
results in sustaineddegraded voltage for the durationof the DVR time delay resulting in
separationfrom offsite power and realignment to the emergency onsite power supply.
The time-delay(s) chosen for DVRs during accident conditions should be short enough to
meet the accident analyses assumptions and allow for proper starting of all Class 1E safety
related equipment assuming that the DVR time delay times out and the accident mitigating
loads realign to the onsite emergency power supply. Also, the time delay chosen for DVRs
during non-accident condition must be short enough to not cause any degradation of the
safety related components, including actuation of their protective devices.
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Offsite/Onsite Design Interface Calculations
The offsite power source is the preferred source of power to safely shut down the plant
during design basis accidents, abnormal operational occurrence, and reactor trips. The
licensee's voltage calculations should provide the basis for proper operation of the plant
safety related electrical distribution system, when supplied from the offsite circuit (from the
transmission network). These calculations should demonstrate that the voltage requirements
(both starting and operational voltages) of all plant safety related systems and components
are satisfied based on operation of the transmission system and the plant onsite electric power
system during normal, startup, shutdown, accident mitigation, and alternateauthorized
operating configurations of transmission network and plant systems. In this way, all safety
related systems and components will function as designed with proper starting and running
voltages during all plant conditions and the DVRs will not actuate (separating the
transmission network supply). Following are guidelines for voltage drop calculations derived
from Generic Letter 79-36, which have been supplemented to add clarifying information.
They do not represent new NRC staff positions.
Guidelines for voltage drop calculations
a) The plant voltage analysis, while supplied from the transmission network, should be based
on the operating voltage range of the transmission network connection. This transmission
owner/operator supplied voltage range should address normal, startup,shutdown, accident
mitigation, and alternateauthorizedtransmission network and plant system operating
configurations and should also include voltage drop due to the bounding worst case
transmission system single contingency (transmission system contingencies include trip of
the nuclear power unit). Normally in-service andperiodicallytested non-safety related
equipment (such as automatic load tap changingtransformers that regulate voltage during
changing conditions) are to be included in the analysis.
b) Separate analyses should be performed assuming the power source to the safety buses is
(1) the unit auxiliary transformer; (2) the startup transformer; and (3) other available
connections (e.g., from all available connections) to the offsite network one by one assuming
the need for electric power is initiated by (1) an anticipated transient such as a unit trip (e.g.,
anticipated operational occurrence), or (2) an accident, whichever presents the bounding load
demand on the power source.

